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Tutorial for physicians – advancements quite unknown

Alcohol abuse and alcohol dependence can be regarded as the only remaining widespread disease, 
for which existing and new therapeutic approaches are not sufficiently applied” announced Prof. 
Karl Mann, Mannheim, holder of the only chair in addiction research in Germany at the University 
of Heidelberg, during a seminar for physicians in Hamburg.

Recently the amount of drinks which still seemed to be harmless, are constantly decreased. 
Presently it is assumed that women can drink alcoholic beverages up to 20 g/day (approx. 0,20 l 
beer respect. 1/8 l wine per day), men up to 30 g/day (approx. 0,33 l beer respect. 0,2 l wine/day). 
Amounts exceeding these data already lead to a risk for developing an alcohol dependence as well 
as consequential damages such as liver cirrhosis etc.

The direct costs for this disease summarize up to 8 billion Euros, the indirect costs even up to 11,9 
billions Euros per year. Prof. Mann emphasized that according to calculations of American experts 
each dollar spent for the treatment of addictive diseases lead to savings in the public health care of 
about four to seven dollars (e. g. for fighting crimes). The fact, that after a traditional outpatient 
detoxification about 40% of the patients will decease after 8 years and only 5% will stay abstinent, 
speaks for itself. After a qualified inpatient detoxification treatment, however, approx. 60 to 67% of 
the patients remain abstinent permanently.

Experts mutually agree that the cost aspects already lead to a certain trend for an outpatient 
detoxification, which then has to meet high standards. If one permanently consumes too much 
alcohol this will cause reactions in the brain similar to those on a market place: alcohol intake leads 
to a demand for receptors (“docking”), which then will be offered increasingly by the brain (offer). 
This condition remains undetected after increasing alcohol consumption. Only at decreasing alcohol 
levels these very sensitive receptors will react and continuously crave for the satisfactions of their 
needs. This results in withdrawal symptoms such as restlessness, excitability, trembling and 
sleeping disorders.

Each detoxification affects the brain since brain regions such as the hippocampus, where various 
memory processes take place, are increasingly damaged. Additionally these brain regions become 
sensitive after lack of alcohol which finally can result in a dangerous delirium.
Concerning the interesting question if something like a „natural alcoholism“ only exists in humans, 
a study on apes in Malaysia will be performed this year since it was found out that apes obviously 
“get trunk” by eating fermented fruits.
Since about seven years acamprosate (campral) a medication dampening the overexcitability and 
reducing the cell decline in the affected brain regions is used successfully during detoxification.
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